
Accessorising Chikankari Suit Set:
A Complete Guide

Introduction:
Chikankari, a timeless embroidery technique originating from Lucknow,
has stood the test of time with its elegance and grace. The Chikankari
suit set, a quintessential attire choice for many occasions, exudes
sophistication and charm. However, accessorising this traditional
ensemble requires finesse to enhance its beauty without overshadowing
its intricate craftsmanship. In this guide, we delve into the art of
accessorizing a Chikankari suit set to achieve a harmonious and
stunning look.

https://www.houseofchikankari.in/collections/kurta-sets
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Understanding Chikankari:
Chikankari embroidery involves delicate handwork, typically done on
fabrics like cotton, chiffon, or georgette. The designs, inspired by nature
and Mughal architecture, feature motifs like flowers, paisleys, and vines.
The intricate threadwork creates a subtle yet enchanting appeal, making
Chikankari garments coveted pieces in every wardrobe.

Choosing the Right Accessories:
While choosing frill for your Chikankari suit set, pick pieces that
supplement its class and straightforwardness. Here are a few key
contemplations:

Jewelry:
Keep the jewelry minimal to highlight the intricate embroidery of the
Chikankari ensemble. Delicate pieces such as pearl or gold earrings, a
simple pendant necklace, or a thin bangle can add a touch of
sophistication without overwhelming the outfit.

Footwear:
For a conventional look, match your Chikankari suit set with weaved
juttis or decorated shoes. The unpredictable plans on the footwear can
supplement the weaving of the outfit, making a durable appearance.

Purse:
Pick a grasp or tote that supplements the variety range of your
Chikankari suit set. Pick inconspicuous embellishments or weaving on
the purse to keep up with the troupe's class.

Scarf or Dupatta:
If your Chikankari suit set includes a dupatta, use it as an accessory to
enhance the overall look. You can drape it gracefully over one shoulder
or use it as a stole to add dimension to your outfit.

Styling Tips:
Here are some additional styling tips to elevate your Chikankari suit set:



Contrast:
Experiment with contrasting colors to make the Chikankari embroidery
stand out. For example, pair a white Chikankari suit set with vibrant
accessories in hues like turquoise, coral, or royal blue.

Mix and Match:
Don't hesitate to mix and match different elements to create a unique
look. You can layer the Chikankari kurta with a contrasting jacket or
accessorize with statement earrings for a modern twist.

Fabric Texture:
Consider the texture of your accessories to complement the delicate
craftsmanship of Chikankari. Opt for soft, flowy fabrics like chiffon or silk
for scarves or shawls to maintain a cohesive look.

Occasion:
Tailor your accessories to suit the occasion. For formal events, opt for
understated elegance with minimal jewelry and sleek footwear. For
festive occasions, you can add a touch of glamour with statement
jewelry or embellished footwear.

Conclusion:
Accessorizing a Chikankari suit set requires a delicate balance between
simplicity and elegance. By choosing the right accessories and following
these styling tips, you can enhance the beauty of your ensemble while
paying homage to the timeless artistry of Chikankari embroidery.
Embrace the charm of this traditional attire and make a statement with
your impeccable sense of style.


